Disbelieve/Lack of Trust in the Peace Process in Afghanistan!

As all people are fed-up and tired of the long war in that country, therefore all people want to have peace and quietness in Afghanistan. There is not any specific definition of peace word yet. But for some people Peace means the end of the war, non-terrorism, lack of suicide attacks, explosions and so on.

During these two last decades, the United States of America (USA) have been working very hard and many difficulties to repressing of terrorist groups particularly Al-Qaeda and the Taliban, therefore the USA have very close financial and military assistance and cooperation with Afghanistan government until today they have continued fighting toward and against these oppositions and terrifying and horror groups to eradication them.

Finally, the United States of America took a peaceful action and directly invited the Taliban to the peace negotiating table, and the elite began to negotiate from Moscow to Qatar and other countries. Despite that, the peaceful efforts of the Special Representative of the United States of America still, there is speculation doubt and skeptical is existent among people, from vague and complexity of the peace process with the Taliban, mostly lack trust and disbelief of women regarding the Peace Process.

At the beginning of the USA peace talks with the Taliban, there was a certain of optimism among the people, and most people were hoping for peace, because the world's big power largest peacekeeping force was applying and conducting peace in Afghanistan, after several meetings between the USA special representative and the Taliban. And the lack of dialogue result and a series the Lack of trust toward the peace process have been increased among people.

Most importantly, the Special Representative of the United States of America has never talked about women's rights and status. As people appreciating and welcomed at the beginning of the peace process, which was about to opening of the new season and door of hope for justice and equality for the people and community.

Peace is necessary and essential for Afghanistan, not a slogan in a society where there are war and injustice. Peace to a country like Afghanistan, which has experienced different wars and is in a state of war needed, peace in the world, is a humanitarian goal, a better life, the end of war and violence. Peace means peace and prosperity. If we deeply look at peace word, peace means to relax and joy.

Peace is the basic condition of security revolution, moderation, and equality. From a humanitarian point of view, and new development is admirable. In peace with the wishes of both parties and understanding with the preservation of human dignity, and something must be done to achieve something else.
For the world and humanity peace is counting as a vital need. Peace has a different meaning among scholars, the prevention and termination of hostility and violence between two individuals and two groups. Peace means solidarity among the people, the gift of happiness to exploit, extra great word. Other beautiful words could be guarantee justice, equality, prosperity, and access to a better life, welfare, prosperity, and national development. Here’s for people who have been fed-up and tired of war, peace means the end of the war.

As practically experience has shown and people are witnessed of that, during the peace process of the USA with the Taliban, the Taliban have shown that they do not want peace and that they have no value for humanity. Why? That they practically continued their barbaric activities during the peace discussions. They shed the blood of thousands of innocent people, slaughtered and killed them. But peace is vital to people of this land. Due to the Taliban's grim actions, people became disbelived and Lack of trust toward the peace process and the Taliban. Therefore all people have called the USA peace with the Taliban a failed process, also people realizing that the Taliban have never respect people live and not have commitments, and their powerful sense has become more and more bloodthirsty. Inverse the Taliban show their power to the first power of the world and keep continue the massacre and killing of innocent people. But poor people want to have peace.

After the experience and passing of several rounds of USA special envoy's peace talk with the Taliban. People not aware of their destiny and country fate that both sides of the peace agreement pursuing and looking for. Also, they had been signed some agreement which is not clear to people yet. This ambiguity and obscurity is making anxious most young people about their future. People with consideration and confused about their lives and future become hopeless. People do not know, that what major issues Khalilzad has been discussing with the Taliban. It is still not clear to people, especially women and youth who are in difficult situations and most young people are anxious and worry about their future.

Although do people want peace, but there are different mindsets. The peace process conducted by the special representative of the United States of America, due to lack of trust and their real unwillingness to bring peace in Afghanistan, made people's minds confuse about peace. On the other hand, women concern and worry that they do not want to lose relative freedom. Another concern of women is that, will not be dealing with their fate in the peace process and destruction of their lives. Therefore women want to have more equal political and social participation. As long as people have followed the peace process through the media, Khalilzad has never talked and discussed about women's rights and their position. It is very clear to people that the Taliban have never pay value and respect to human rights, law, and human regulation.

The Taliban are not in a position to making law, deny the law or exclude women from their involvement and participation in the peace process. The Taliban cannot by any means prevent women. A great example is that at the end of the peace process, the Taliban envoy claims in national private television that about women from an Islamic perspective that women are incomplete human in the world, while, according to Islam women have high value and special position.
In reality! If the Taliban deeply review and studies Islam thoroughly, then they could know-how at the start and beginning of Islam among Muslim women had a very vital and crucial role regarding peace and conflict resolution. Therefore, it is necessary to engage Islamic scholar knowledge women that they should logically consider and make reason talk and to challenge the Taliban.

The main mechanism and main purpose of peace talks should be for benefit of the country. In the peace process, both negotiators should have national and international plans and talk about a fundamental strategy for the welfare of Afghanistan. Due to insecurity, lack of job opportunities, very poor economic and poverty for the purpose of a better life, that most of the young talents and knowledgeable leave country and going to a foreigner country.

In peace negotiations, they must talk about improving economic growth and development issues. Therefore they have to deeply think about preventing of human force labor migration. Today, Afghanistan depending on neighboring countries' imports. Afghanistan has other serious problems that need to be further more consideration. Thus it is very important and essential that both sides of the negotiation should discuss vital issues such as reduction of poverty, business import activities by other countries and a better future to create hope for people.

The Taliban side should talk in peace about the immoral and illegal issues and must pay more attention to them, such as narcotic drug use, alcohol which is decisively forbidden in Islam. So the Taliban should seriously take reaction toward dealing, imports, and promotion of narcotic, thus they have to barred and prohibited narcotic usage and its activities. Currently, those places are covered by the Taliban, that the Taliban are the biggest supporter narcotic in that area. If the Taliban assume themselves as a true defender of Islam, the Taliban must understand the problem of the day today and huge increasing of addict people which ruin their life, they (Taliban) cannot debate about women. Because women are half part of society's population and they have equal rights and share activities in society.

Every one of this land has the right to enjoy and get benefit from a peaceful environment. Promoting human rights and it’s extent and support in society. Therefore, all people wish to take off war and adversity from human life and more important is to prevent the global nuclear disaster in Afghanistan. As the world power used the mother bombe in Nangarhar province at Achiney district, which has financial sustained lost, human and intellectual damage and different disease.

The peace process cannot just be the end of the war. People need to have better economic and social security. Today's young people, particularly young girls in these last 8 years after graduation of universities they are trying to leave the country for the intention of a better life. To emphasize and reiterated about women's meaningful participation in the peace process, but instead of a large number of women, would be better that very strong, talented with Islamic knowledge women should be participating to have strong arguments, convince and challenge with the Taliban in the peace process.
The peace issue is a national trend in Afghanistan that all activists and politicians somehow strive to involve in this process. In the peace process, so many agreements signature take place among them. Therefore all people have tried a lot to be part of peace discussion so do not lose their status and position. As women are the most vulnerable and suffered the most damage, thus women know that their participation is very essential and important in the peace process.

Surely women have the rights to be involved in the peace process because they are half part of society's population. Women have their own ideals particular suggestion, also Government and the international community emphasize and support women's ideas in the peace process. Everyone in society knows about visible changes and developments take place in women life. That the government and the international community have appreciated and pride in these changes. Because of these significant changes and achievements very hardly strive and spend a lot of money and a long time.

The peace process is very important, vital and valuable for women, so this is why it increases disbelief and lack of trust without participation women in the peace process. Therefore women do not want to lose their position and achievement. Also, president Ghani had made more valuable and important to these last 18 years achievements, he calls peace process without women participation incomplete and imperfect peace discussions. He supports the peace process with the last 18 years of achievement and without Taliban rules.

All in all, at the Kabul level, women from different levels tried to contribute and try a lot the peace process and met with high-level political and high ranking diplomatic-level and even met with Zalmair Khalilzad too. For the importance of their participation in the peace process, not only they try to meet with different high ranking levels, but various media and discussions raise their voice to convey their messages to the world too.

Currently, as women have been got higher education and experience, today they are not the last two old decades’ women. Day by day women are growing and developing a lot. We have very good enough knowledgeable and scholar elites women who can very actively participate in the system, to have political activities, economic activities, social activities, etc to have share participation, today women are able to have equal competition with men as well. Therefore, women's participation is very important and the Taliban must know and understand that their dark time had passed failed and women have never going back again.

It is important that women from the various levels of society have participated in the peace process, also indirectly from different ways women can be involved in the peace process. For example, through peace conferences of various peace meetings, and invite to media in different discussions. We cannot rely on a large number of fame women in the paced process. It would be better to have the view and their suggestions in different ways.

In general, women form half part of the population in the society, without women participation people do recognize the peace an inefficient process. Peace without women's participation is a fake
and not acceptable process for women. Immediately lack of women participation in the peace process, largely ignored and dismissed the international community's humanitarian efforts and activities! Therefore the Taliban have never could ignore women's participation in the peace process.

Lack of women participation in the peace process increases more people disbelieve and lack of trust toward to peace process. But activist women have never sit silently in society because they form half part of the population in the country. Thus essential women's participation in the peace process is very vital and important. Women who are living inside of Afghanistan know better about their life situation and society than those women who are living in foreigner countries. Because women thought and their assumption has changed a lot about their-selves and society, there is no need for those women who are living outside of the country.

Today a very large number of women have been gotten high ranking seats in parliament, provincial council though free election competition at the leadership position in society. Women have a very important status and position among people in society. Therefore the Afghanistan government and the international community pay more attention and special value to women and their position. Women do want to have a direct question from the Taliban that no one has asked yet.

Whereas people and especially women emphasized to have more security and serious mutual ceasefire before starting of peace talks. But peace without women's participation is ineffective, useless and not would be acceptable for people. So peace is everyone's rights and the Taliban cannot ignore half part of the Afghanistan population.

As two inactive women had participated in Moscow and Doha peace negotiations with the Taliban. But women's rights activists and defender were not satisfied with their participation there, thus very active advocates for their participation in the peace process.

Although the response of both side peace talk, do not have any specific definition of peace, due to ambiguous and complex of the peace process, people have further disbelieved and not trust to the peace process. Peace for people is the end of the war prosperity and social welfare.

Peace can give people a better life to people because most of the population of this country lives under a high poverty rate. Peace is a good opportunity for the good prospects of young people. Currently most of the young people after graduation of their university migrating to Western countries to have a better life and future.

If the peace process and its plans would be clear to the public, and the vital issues such as economic, business and future development for the country are discussed on both sides, the people will be more convinced of the peace process and prevent the migration of young people too.

As for as everyone knows, both sides of the peace talks have no plans other than personal demands and power. Again, civil rights activists and women's rights activists set up red lines for themselves and society, through social media convey their massages to peacekeepers and the world.
Red lines:

- Maintaining these last 18 years' achievements and Constitution.
- Have active political and equal participation of women in the post-peace governance system.
- Growth and development of women's economic and social activities.
- Protecting human rights, justice, and equality for women in various fields.
- Maintain and media grow activities.

Women's active participation in the peace process is a vital necessity. Those women who are nominated by political parties and other specific groups, they cannot represent other women in society because that particular party and group have their own goals and policies, and those nominated by them are more focused on political goals. They emphasize themselves and cannot speak and suggest independently and separately from that circle. Therefore, it is necessary for women to introduce and subscribe to the specific address of women's rights defenders and women's leadership. Because they are all women activists and advocates for women's rights in their society and work for women. They also have specific and professional suggestions for political parties.

As the Afghan Women's Network recently began to engage more peacefully after two rounds of initial peace talks between the Taliban and the United States of America. The network was able to bring together high-ranking women from government and non-governmental organizations and discussed high-level discussions on women's participation in the peace process.

There are many active women that they have a very important role in the high-level decision-making process in society. Therefore, these should be involved in peace conversations, because women could challenge and convince them. So elite and knowledgeable will be more effective in peace discussion. Because these scholar women are working in a very high ranking position of government and none government organizations, that they play a very important and vital role.

The main mechanism and main purpose of peace talks should be country-centric. Young people should be involved too.

All and different levels of women should be involved and invited to peace-related conferences and meetings because each woman has their own individual theories and view which could be more affected to the peace process. Therefore, somehow women who are living inside of the country will be involved and engage them in peace talks, that they know better and understanding about society and there will not need those who are living outside of the country.
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